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Passive Compressive Device in a MIMO
Configuration at Millimeter-waves.
Antoine Jouadé, Olivier Lafond, Laurent Ferro-Famil, Mohamed Himdi and Stéphane Méric

Index Terms—millimeter-waves, radar imaging, passive compressive device, transfer function retrieval, SAR, wide-band,
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I. I NTRODUCTION

Ac

N a RADAR imaging system, improving the spatial
resolution is of main interest to better estimate scene
reflectivity. Spatial resolution is inherently limited by the
frequency band used and aperture dimensions. The aperture
is sampled using a group of small radiating sources, whose
amplitude and phase patterns may be determined so that
they globally generate a beam that can be steered. By
using Real Aperture Radar (RAR) imaging techniques, the
beam is steered electronically (beamforming networks) or
mechanically and the image reconstruction is performed
sequentially. In Indirect imaging techniques, such as Array
radar or Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), the image is
reconstructed by means of signal processing techniques
(digital beamforming). When the RADAR imaging is
motionless, and if the area of interest is considered to be
stationary in a given time interval, switch components may be
used to select multiple receiving antennas sequentially through
time [1]–[4]. In the non-stationary case, the signals that arrive
at each receiving antenna have to be acquired simultaneously.
This implies an entire Rx chain, from baseband to RF output,
behind each source. For a large sampled aperture, the cost
and the complexity is increased. A Multiple-Input Multiple
Output (MIMO) array [5]–[8] is of considerable interest as
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it has the capability to generate a large virtual array from a
reduced number of Tx and Rx chains. However, even with a
reduced number of Tx and Rx chains, it is still complex and
expensive to realize. If the backscattered signals that arrive
upon the independent receiving antennas are compressed
or coded in such a manner that the transfer functions are
decorrelated/orthogonal from each other, signals from all
receiving antennas may then be acquired with only one or
few Rx chains. Subsequently, by decompressing the received
signals, the contribution arrived at each receiving antenna
can be extracted. It also works in the same manner for
multiple transmitting antennas. The compression can be done
in various active methods such as generating numerically
multiple baseband waveforms [9], using a frequency division
multiplexing [10], [11] or by employing space-time coding
[12] to achieve diversity. The signals are usually coded
in baseband before being up-converted around the carrier
frequency.
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Abstract—A passive compressive device (PCD), which works
at millimeter-waves, is proposed in this study. In a passive
manner, the device allows to compress the signals from multiple separate channels into a single or a reduced number of
channels. This permits a simplification of the transmitter (Tx)
or receiver (Rx) chains for RADAR imaging applications. The
PCD is a 3-Dimensional cavity that ensures each channel to be
decorrelated with each other. If the transfer functions are known,
the compressed signals are decompressed in post-processing. This
article proposes a suitable method to estimate simultaneously the
transfer functions of the PCD. This is validated by measurements
in a Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output (MIMO) configuration
to produce a complex Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) image.
Measurements revealed that the point spread function generated
by the MIMO configuration with the use of the PCD, leads to
almost similar results, in terms of spatial resolution and sidelobe level ratio, as those of a Single-Input and Multiple-Output
(SIMO) configuration (uniform amplitude), with fewer receiving
elements.

A new method, which has recently emerged, uses the
Passive Compressive Device (PCD). It takes advantage of
frequency diversity inside a cavity, where the electromagnetic
(EM) fields interfere destructively or constructively to create
multiple modes, which vary with frequency. Two slightly different configurations can be distinguished. In the first one, the
modes excite independent sources (slots, holes...) to produce
distinct mode patterns as a function of frequency [13]–[17]
or use a compressive reflector antenna that generates spatially
coded patterns after reflecting the incident fields produced by
a feeding array [18]. To reconstruct the image, a complete
characterization of the aperture field distribution is necessary
using near-field scanning measurements [19]. The measured
fields are then propagated over the area of interest. In such
a case, both the radiating elements and the cavity are used
to reconstruct the image. The second configuration is to
have multiple input ports and multiple output ports on the
cavity’s surface. Each port may be a coaxial connector or
a waveguide port, that allows for a direct measurement of
the complex transfer function along the frequency from one
input to one output port by using a Vector Network Analyzer
(VNA). Finally, the ports are connected to antennas whose
properties (locations, types, directivities, polarizations...) may
be modified as desired without changing the overall system
configuration [20]–[23]. The latter configuration is the one
used in this study as it can be adapted for use in various
RADAR imaging configurations. A particular attention is
given on the retrieval of the transfer functions and a method
to estimate simultaneously the transfer functions under real
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MIMO RADAR either in transmission or reception or
both simultaneously [24], to generate a uniform or a nonuniform array depending on the location of each port.
Synthetic Aperture RADAR (SAR) [25], Multi-beam
radar [26] or Multi-beam SAR configuration [27] if the
antennas at each output port are looking at different
angles.
Moving Target Identification (MTI) in a SAR configuration [28] if the output ports are regularly placed in
the along-track direction (Multi-channel SAR MTI by
using either Displaced Phase center Antenna (DPCA),
Along track interferometry (ATI) or Space time adaptive
processing (STAP)).
SAR Interferometry (In-SAR) [29], [30] for tomography
purpose if the output ports are placed along the elevation
direction.
SAR Polarimetry (Pol-SAR) [31] if the output port polarizations are alternatively changed.
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II.

PASSIVE COMPRESSIVE DEVICE
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From [32], a cavity big enough, in terms of wavelength,
excited over a wide frequency bandwidth exhibits spatial and
spectral statistical behaviors very close to the random theory,
due to the large number of modes that are present inside
the cavity. For an asymmetric cavity, the fluctuation of the
combination of all the modes (i.e. mode diversity) along the
frequency increases as the number of modes increases (larger
cavity dimension). By minimizing the number of outputs, the
scattering inside the cavity increases, which in turn, leads
to increased mode diversity. If the transfer functions are
known, the PCD permits to modulate, by different series
of orthogonal waveforms, the signal at each output, so that
these signals can be separated in post-processing. Then, the
transfer functions, which correspond to each channel, satisfy
the orthogonality requirement.
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conditions of use is proposed.
Hence, a N × M passive device allows for the compression,
at the RF level, of N signals into M signals or M signals into
N signals either for the reduction of the number of Tx chains
in a MISO or MIMO configuration or for the reduction of
the number of Rx chains in a SIMO or MIMO configuration.
Furthermore, multiple PCDs may be used simultaneously.
The correlation between the compressed signals is mainly
dependent on the size and the shape of the device. Nonetheless,
if it is used in transmission, the main drawback of using a
PCD is that the limited transmitted power is shared among the
output ports, implying a reduction of the range of detection.
However, amplifiers may be used to counter the attenuations.
Further, the transmitted powers delivered at the input ports
are, in fact, not only shared among the output ports but also
shared with the input ports. The power reflected back to the
input ports has to be considered as a loss. Such a PCD has,
by essence, low efficiency. However, these drawbacks have
to be compared with the capability of the device to reduce
the number of Tx and Rx chains, which sustains considerable
interest, particularly at millimeter-waves because it permits
having a reasonnable cavity size with significant compression.
The ports facing the scene are named as output ports whereas
those connected to the radio-frequency chains are named as
input ports in this article. The N × M compressive device
with N inputs and M outputs can be used among numerous
of RADAR configurations. A few of them are listed below:

In Section II, details of the PCD and the associated antennas
module are given. Section III shows two methods to measure
the transfer functions by using (i) classic Port-to-Port measurements through a VNA and (ii) by estimating the transfer
functions from measurements performed in a Compact Antenna Test Range (CATR) where the plane-wave assumption
is considered. To validate both methods, the PCD is used in a
MIMO configuration in Section IV to analyze the point spread
function resolution from measurements and are compared to
a Single-Input-Multiple-Output (SIMO) configuration with a
synthetic aperture length of the same size as the virtual array
length generated by the MIMO configuration.

Fig. 1. Cutting view drawing of the 1x4 passive device with the associated
transfer functions hm (f ) for m = 1, ..., 4.

To maintain the power at an acceptable level, at the outputs
of the device, we choose to use a 1 × 4 PCD with output ports
that perform a uniform linear array (see Fig. 1).
In a 3-Dimensional spatial space, a transmitting antenna has
a phase center located at a fixed position (xt , yt , zt ). The PCD
is used as the receiving part with M = 4 linearly spaced
receiving antennas. The phase centers are aligned with the xaxis and with an element spacing of ∆x . Their locations are
(xa , ya , za ) with {xa (m) = −∆x · (M − 1)/2 + (m − 1) ·
∆x }M
m=1 . Ns point-like scatterers identified by their Cartesian
coordinates (xi , yi , zi ) are considered. The index i yields for
the ith point scatterer Pi . The equivalent distance for the wave
that propagates from the transmitter to the point scatterer Pi
to the mth receiving antenna of the PCD is given by:
di (m) = (dT xi + dRxi (m))/2
p
= ( (xt − xi )2 + (yt − yi )2 + (zt − zi )2
p
+ (xa (m) − xi )2 + (ya − yi )2 + (za − zi )2 )/2
(1)
A RF stimulus signal (Se (f )) is transmitted over a frequency bandwidth Bf . Prior to being sent through the medium,
the signal is transposed around the carrier frequency fc . The
backscattered received signals, at the output of the PCD, are

modeled as a sum of transmitted signals that are weighted
and delayed. The complex weighting si represents all the
attenuations that occur during the round-trip propagation and
the reflectivity of the ith point scatterer Pi . The delays arise
from the round-trip distances determined in (1). Once the
signals have reached the receiving antennas (output ports), they
are transmitted inside the PCD (i.e. the cavity) to be received
by the input port. The propagation inside the PCD from the
mth port to the input port corresponds to a multiplication, in
the frequency domain, between the receiving signals Sm (f )
and the mth transfer function ḣm (f ).
ḣm (f ) is the transfer function along the entire frequency spectrum. Furthermore, the signal is affected by n(f ) ∼ NC (0, σ 2 ),
a Gaussian white noise with zero mean and variance σ 2 .
The received signals at the input port of the PCD can be
modeled as:

=

M
X
m=1
M
X

ḣm (f ) · Sm (f ) + n(f )
ḣm (f ) ·

m=1

Ns
X

si Se (f ) e

−j4π(f +fc ) di (m)/c

i=1

+ n(f )

(2)
with c being the speed of light. A transmitted signal Se (f )
is considered with a flat unitary spectrum over a limited
frequency bandwidth Bf . By introducing hm (f ) as the transfer
function along the limited frequency bandwidth, the following
is obtained:


f − fc
hm (f ) = Se (f )ḣm (f ) = rect
ḣm (f )
(3)
Bf
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Introducing (3) into (2) gives:
Sr (f ) =

M
X

hm (f ) ·

Ns
X

m=1

si e−j4π(f +fc ) di (m)/c + n(f ) (4)

i=1

In the presence of additive noise, the matched filter is the
optimal filter for maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio [33].
Then, on the received signal, four different matched filters are
applied to extract the received signals that have been acquired
by the four output ports. If the transfer functions hm (f ) are
known, the received signals that come from the mth output
port are extracted by the matched filtering as shown in (5).

Ac

Sm (f ) = Sr (f ) h∗m (f )

= hm (f ) h∗m (f ) ·

+

M
X

Ns
X

l6=m
l=1

si e−j4π(f +fc ) di (m)/c

i=1

hl (f ) h∗m (f )

·

Ns
X

(5)
si e

Fig. 2. Exploded view drawing of the passive device with 1) the lower part
with 2) the input and 3) the output ports. 4) the diffractive element at the
center of the cavity and 5/6) the upper parts closing the cavity.

The key factor is to manufacture a PCD whose transfer
functions are relatively well decorrelated so that they can
be discriminated. The main parameter is the volume of the
cavity, which steers the number of modes it can generate,
and fixes the level of randomness of its transfer function.
Some of the vertical and horizontal corners are bent in such
a manner so as to avoid any symmetry inside the cavity.
The optimized PCD (see Fig. 2) has an overall dimension
of 115 mm length by 55 mm width by 35 mm height
(23λ · 11λ · 7λ at 60 GHz). λ = c/(f + fc ) is the wavelength.
The walls, made of aluminum, are 7.5 mm thick. Furthermore,
a diffractive element is located at the center of the cavity.
It is composed of three 0.75 × 0.75 × 0.75 mm3 cubes that
are overlapped and slightly displaced from one another along
the three dimensions. The element provides sharp edges that
allow the incoming wave to be diffracted. It is used to decrease
the level of the reflection coefficient at the input port, as the
wave is diffracted in all directions. Furthermore, it is used
to improve the spectral statistical behaviors of the cavity by
allowing a better decorrelation between the transfer functions.
One of the corners of the diffractive element is welded to the
bottom of the cavity. The cavity is excited by a standard Vband waveguide (WR-15) for an operating frequency band of
50-66 GHz.
There are four output waveguide ports placed to have a
uniform linear array with an element spacing of 25 mm
(5 λ at 60 GHz). A non-linear array may be preferable to
decrease the correlation between each port. Nevertheless, the
linear array has been chosen in a MIMO configuration, for
creating a fully populated virtual array. The output ports have
the same vertical polarization as the input port polarization.
The element spacing and the dimension of the cavity have
been chosen so that a round flange waveguide of diameter
19 mm can be connected at each output. It is used to
measure the transfer function of each channel. The realized
PCD is shown in Fig. 3a. 13 screws are used to attach the
different parts and to minimize the presence of air gaps.
No electromagnetic simulation software has been used, since
deterministic responses may reveal useless; small irregularities
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3

−j4π(f +fc ) di (l)/c

i=1

+ nf i (f )
The first term is the useful received signal and the
second term is the cross-correlation with the other ports.
nf i (f ) = n(f ) h∗m (f ) being the filtered white noise by means
of the matched filtering. In the ideal case, when the transfer
functions are uncorrelated, the second term vanishes.
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or modifications between the simulated cavity and the realized
one may involve, due to the chaotic nature of the device,
extreme changes in the actual random values of the transfer
functions, while keeping second-order statistical indicators,
correlation functions, globally unchanged.

(a)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Photography of (a) the output face of the realized PCD, which works
at millimeter-waves, and (b) the front-end horn antenna module.

(b)

(c)
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A front-end horn antenna module (see Figs. 3b and 4), made
of aluminum, is attached at the output of the PCD to slightly
focus the beams in a limited angular sector. Four similar horn
antennas are used with a 8 × 5 mm2 aperture size and with a
horn length of 10 mm. The reflection coefficient is lower than 15 dB and the coupling between each port is lower than -55 dB
over the frequency range. Figs. 4b and 4c show the measured
radiation patterns of the first horn fixed to the first port of the
PCD along the E-plane and H-plane, respectively. The gain of
the antenna varies from 11 to 15 dBi in the frequency range
(50 to 66 GHz). Along the E-plane, the Half-Power Beam
Width (HPBW) varies from 60◦ to 50◦ over the frequency
range. Along the H-plane (G(θ, f )), the HPBW varies from
48◦ to 38◦ over the frequency range. The side-lobe level (SLL)
is lower than -40 dB for the H-plane and lower than -25 dB
for the E-plane.

Fig. 4. Details of the antenna module with four similar horn antennas with
a 8 × 5 mm2 aperture size (a) Exploded view drawing of the horn antenna
module with 1) the lower part, 2) the input ports attached to the output ports
of the PCD, (3) the upper part. The measured radiation pattern of the first
port along (b) the E-plane Co-polar and (c) H-plane Co-polar (G(θ, f )).

III. T RANSFER FUNCTIONS RETRIEVAL

A. Direct Port-to-Port measurement using a VNA

Ac

The knowledge of the transfer functions is required to
decorrelate the received signals. For a low number of ports,
it is possible to measure individually each transfer function
using a 2-port VNA. A full waveguide-port calibration is
performed. The first port of the VNA is connected to the
input port of the device, whereas the second port of the
VNA is connected to the mth output port of the device and
loads are attached to the other ports. The measurement of the
complex transmission coefficient at each frequency provides
the transfer function of the mth channel. The transfer functions
are measured from 50 to 66 GHz with a frequency step of 80
MHz, which corresponds to 2001 frequency bins. The wide
frequency bandwidth is required to enable a full decorrelation
capability to the PCD. The 80 MHz frequency step (δf ) allows
distinct frequency measurements for imaging. The PCD has a
quality factor Q = fc /δf of about 725. The measured transfer
functions within the frequency band are shown in Fig. 5. The
spectral statistical behaviors of the transfer functions are very
close to a random process.
Figure 6 shows the autocorrelation of each measured transfer function (rij (τ ) for i = j), along the diagonal; above
and below the diagonal, the mutual cross-correlation between
each port are shown. Over the cross-correlation results, the

Fig. 5. Absolute value [dB] of the measured transfer functions by means of
a VNA along the frequency band.

highest measured peak reaches -15.5 dB as compared to the
measured autocorrelation functions. The peak side lobe ratio
(PSLR) [34] of the autocorrelation functions is lower than -20
dB from the main lobe peaks and with an integrated side lobe
ratio (ISLR) [34] lower than -14.7 dB. The power efficiency
η of the PCD is P
shown in Fig. 7. The power efficiency
4
(η(f ) = 10 log10 ( m=1 |hm (f )|2 )) has a mean value of 5.17 dB, also named as the average radiation efficiency and is
controlled by both the reflection coefficient at the input port
and the losses that occur inside the cavity because of multiple
reflections on aluminum walls.
However, the PCD may be used with specific front-end
without access to the output ports. In such a case, measure-
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Fig. 8. Setup measurement by using a compact antenna test range.
DF T −1 [h

(f )∗ ],
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Fig. 6. rij (τ ) =
the time-domain correlation results
i (f )hj
between the measured transfer functions (VNA measurements), with the time
domain τ [ns] along the horizontal axis and the normalized amplitude [dB]
along the vertical axis.

Fig. 7. Measured power efficiency of the passive device, which corresponds
to the outgoing powers from the four ports versus the incoming power, along
the frequency.

Ac

ments of the transfer functions are not possible. In addition,
when a larger number of ports are needed, measuring individually each transfer function may become complex. Furthermore,
the loads used being not perfect, a portion of the signals
that arrive at the loads is reflected back inside the cavity.
Such behavior may cause errors when measuring the transfer
functions.
One solution may be to perform near-field scanning measurements to retrieve the transfer functions; however, the probe and
the scanning system used may interact with the PCD, leading
to measurement errors. The next section presents a procedure
that allows for the estimation of the transfer functions of a
N · M PCD. The procedure is tested on the fabricated 1 × 4
PCD.

B. Plane-wave estimation using Compact Antenna Test Range
measurements
The measurements are performed in the Compact Antenna
Test Range (CATR) IETR facility [35]. The RF measurement
system uses a classic architecture with a VNA and external
VDI (Virginia Diodes, Inc) TxRef and Rx frequency extenders.
It is dedicated to measure high gain antennas at a short
distance, through the capability of a AL-25202 1.2m x 1.2m
rolled edge corner-fed compact range reflector to create a quiet
zone at a fixed range of diameter 600 mm with a depth cylinder
of 600 mm with sufficient accuracy (amplitude ripples lower
than 0.3 dB and phase ripples lower than 10◦ ). Hence, inside
the quiet zone, the amplitude of the electric field is considered
as uniform and the plane-wave assumption can be used. Fig.
8 shows the measurement setup.
An optimized horn antenna (feeder) illuminates the reflector
which allows for transformation of a spherical wavefront
onto a plane wavefront within the quiet zone. Inside the quiet
zone is placed the Device Under Test (DUT), attached to a
receiver, which can be rotated along the azimuth direction.
The received signal at the input port of the PCD forms a linear
combination between the received signals at each output port
and the associated transfer functions. When rotating the PCD,
the transfer functions are not modified and only the phase
along the output ports varies in a known manner. Hence,
the rotation along the azimuth direction gives the diversity
needed to extract the transfer functions of the PCD.
Since the location of each output port is a known parameter,
the phase shift between each port, based on the frequency and
the angle of incidence of the plane wave, is used to design a
steering vector according to the plane-wave assumption.
The round-trip carrier wavenumber is described as kc =
4πfc /c, whereas the baseband wavenumber is k = 4πf /c. By
inserting the azimutal diversity θ in (4), with Ns = 1, it yields:
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(b)
Fig. 9. Sketch of the phase variation that occurs when the DUT is looking
(a) broadside and (b) at squint angle.

M
X

(b)

hm (k) · s1 G(θ, k) e−jϕm (θ,k) + n(θ, k) (6)

Fig. 10. Normalized measured data along (a) |Sr (θ, f )| [dB] (b) |Sr (θ, f0 )|
[GHz] with f0 = f + fc = 50 GHz.

with G(θ, k), the Co-polar H-plane radiation pattern of each
antenna and ϕm (θ, k) = (k + kc ) d1 (θ, m)/2 the phase
variation at the mth output port along the spatial frequency and
azimuthal diversities. s1 is the complex weighting coefficient,
which represents the attenuations that occur during the roundtrip propagation from the unique wave that arrives on the DUT.
d1 (θ, m) is the distance between the transmitting antenna, the
reflector, and the mth port of the PCD when it is rotated at
an angle θ from broadside. Using the plane-wave assumption
that is valid in the quiet zone, the phase variation can be
approximated according to the first order Taylor expansion
of the distance. By taking as a phase reference the first port
of the PCD, it yields:

A finite range of azimuth angles is used, with θ ∈
[θmin , θmax ] for Nθ scanning angles. The difference in phase
(phase shift), generated by the plane-wave that arrives at an
angle θ from broadside between two ports, is Ψ = −(k +
kc )∆x sin θ/2 with ∆x the distance between the ports. The
steering vector, which contains the phase shifts, is defined as
a(Ψ) = [1, e−jΨ , ..., e−j(M −1)Ψ ]. It yields the steering vector
matrix by considering all the phase shifts at each port for
all scanning angles such as A = [a(Ψ1 ), ..., a(ΨNθ )]T . The
receiving signal at the input port of the PCD can be modeled
as follows:
Ŝr (θ, k) = A ĥ(k)
(8)

Ψm (θ, k) = ϕm (θ, k) − ϕ1 (θ, k)
= (k + kc ) (d1 (θ, m) − d1 (θ, 1))/2
≈ −(k + kc )(m − 1)∆x sin(θ)/2

with ĥ(k)
=
[ĥ1 (k), ..., ĥM (k)]T
=
[α1 (k) +
jβ1 (k), ..., αM (k)+jβM (k)]T the estimated transfer functions
vector at the wavenumber k + kc with αi and βi , respectively,
the real part and the imaginary part of the ith transfer function,

Sr (θ, k) =

Ac

m=1

(7)

7

(9)

ĥ(k)

1
Sr (θ, k)|2
G(θ, k)

(10)
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Ŝr (θ, k) = A ĥ(k) • δ(θ, k)

minimize |Ŝr (θ, k) −
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which has to be estimated. This model is valid if the location
of the first port (reference) is unchanged during the rotation,
which is not the case in this study. This effect, indicated in
Fig. 9, has to be included in (8) to compensate for the phase
variation when the receiving part is rotating. The phase shift,
linked to the distance variation of the first port due to the
rotation, is defined as δ(θ,
p k) = exp (j(k + kc )y(θ)/2) with
y(θ) = L − b(θ) = L − (3∆x /2)2 + L2 · sin (π/2 − φ − θ)
x
and with φ = atan( 3∆
2L ). Noting (•) the element-wise
product, it yields:

Fig. 12. r̂ij (τ ) = DF T −1 [ĥi (f )ĥj (f )∗ ], the time domain normalized
auto/cross-correlation results of the estimated transfer functions (ĥ(f )), with
τ [ns] along the horizontal axis and the normalized amplitude [dB] along the
vertical axis.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Measured data at f0 = 50 GHz (a) |Sr (θ, f0 )| [dB] and (b)
arg (Sr (θ, f0 )) [rad]. The black line corresponds to the normalized measured
data (Sr (θ, f )) and the dashed red line corresponds to the normalized
estimated data model by using the estimated transfer function found from
the minimization procedure (Ŝr (θ, f )).

The estimation of the transfer functions, for a given spatial
frequency k + kc , is assessed by minimizing the residual
error between the measured data Sr (θ, k) and the data model
Ŝr (θ, k) such as the following [36]:

The DUT is measured for θ ∈ [−90◦ , 90◦ ] with Nθ = 181
scanning angles and f + fc = (k + kc ) c/(4π) ∈
[50GHz, 66GHz] with Nf = 2001. The corresponding
measured data Sr (θ, f ) is shown in Fig. 10. The grating
lobes, spatially filtered by the radiation pattern of each
element, are present in the graph since the element spacing
of 2.5 cm corresponds to 5λ at 60 GHz.
The minimization is performed for a limited range of
observation angles θ ∈ [−30◦ , 30◦ ]. Since isotropic radiating
sources are used in the data model, the radiation pattern
effects, in the measured data, are compensated prior to
applying the minimization to estimate the transfer functions
at each frequency (see Eq. 10)). Figs 11a and 11b compare
the results of the measured data and the data model, at 50
GHz, in amplitude and phase by using the estimated transfer
function from the minimization. Fig. 12 shows the correlation
between the estimated transfer functions from the plane-wave
estimation method (ĥ(f )). With regards to the correlation
results, the PSLR of the correlation functions for each port
(along the diagonal) is lower than -17.5 dB, with an ISLR
lower than -14.1 dB. Regarding the cross-correlation results
(above and below the diagonal), the highest peak reaches
-15 dB. Fig. 13 shows the amplitude of the normalized
complex inner product between the measured transfer vector
(h(f )) and the estimated transfer functions vector (ĥ(f )). An
inner product between two unitary vectors equals one if the
two complex vectors are equals. The mean result along the
frequency is 0.96.
It is possible to estimate the transfer functions of a PCD
whose ports are arranged in a uniform linear array according

Fig. 13. Amplitude of the normalized inner product results between h(f )
and ĥ(f ), along the frequency.
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to the plane-wave estimation method. With a non-uniform
or sparse linear array, the method can also be applied. To
reduce the number of acquisitions, it is possible to estimate
the transfer function from sparse acquisitions when the spatial
k-space is under-sampled by means of least squares minimization methods [37]. If the outputs of the PCD are located over a
2-Dimensional array, it is required to rotate along the azimuth
and the elevation directions to extract the transfer functions in
the same manner as in the 1-Dimensional case.
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IV. MIMO CONFIGURATION M EASUREMENTS
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To validate the accuracy of the transfer function retrieval
technique, measurements of the system point spread function
are performed in a MIMO configuration. The configuration is
shown in Fig. 14. The measurements are performed using the
IETR facility DIADEM (DIagnostic, Analysis and Dosimetry
of EM fields). This facility dedicated to electro-magnetic
imaging is based on a 600 × 600 × 600 mm3 xyz scanner
located in an anechoic chamber. The RF measurement system
uses a classical architecture with a VNA and external VDI
TxRef and Rx frequency extenders.
The four output ports of the PCD are used as transmitting
antennas with element spacing, ∆x , equal to 25 mm with δx =
2.5 mm, the element spacing of the receiving synthetic array.
The receiving synthetic aperture is located over an aperture of
length ∆x − δx and aligned with the x-axis. The location of
each phase center is (xa , ya , za ) with xa ∈ [−∆x /2, ∆x /2 −
δx ]. Following the same notation as in (4), the receiving signals
along the continuous receiving aperture are expressed as:
Sr (xa , k) =

M
X

m=1

hm (k) ·

Ns
X
i=1

si e

−j(k+kc ) di (m,xa )

+ n(xa , k)

Fig. 14. Measurement setup.

between the center of the receiving aperture and the center of
the PCD.
Similar to (5), four matched filters are applied to extract
the signals received from the four output ports. Sm (xa , k) is
the received signal, which comes from the mth output port on
the receiving array xa , after matched filtering. Ym (xa , d) =
IFTk [Sm (xa , k)] is the received signal in the spatial domain
d.
Finally, the back-projection algorithm is used to generate
the focused SAR image f (x, y, z = C0 ) with C0 = 0.3 m a
constant height. The reflectivity at a particular location pl with
Cartesian coordinate (xl , yl , zl ) of the focused SAR image is
constructed by:
f (xl , yl , zl ) =

M Z
X
m=1

(11)

with
di (m, xa ) = (dT xi (m) + dRxi (xa ))/2
p
= ( (xt (m) − xi )2 + (yt − yi )2 + (zt − zi )2
p
+ (xa − xi )2 + (ya − yi )2 + (za − zi )2 )/2
(12)
with {xt (m) = −∆x · (M − 1)/2 + (m − 1) · ∆x − x0 }M
m=1 ,
and x0 = 20 cm, a constant that corresponds to the distance

∆x /2

Ym (xa , dl (m, xa ))ejkc dl (m,xa ) dxa

xa =−∆x /2

(13)
with dl (m, xa ) being the round-trip distance between the mth
port of the PCD, the lth pixel location and the receiving
aperture xa . The receiving array of length ∆x − δx = 22.5
mm is synthesized by moving the RF reception module to
δx = 2.5 mm spaced discrete positions with the scanner, which
corresponds to an equivalent array of 10 elements. The MIMO
configuration generates a virtual array with fewer elements. In
terms of achievable cross-range resolution, it is comparable to

9
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one fixed transmitting element with 40 receiving elements.
A 16 GHz bandwidth signal (Bf ) with a 58 GHz carrier
frequency (fc ) has been used. To speed up the acquisition of
the 2001 frequency points obtained for each reception position,
an IF filter of 100 KHz was applied. It has to be noticed that
even if the IF filter is broadband, the dynamic range provided
by the VDI modules is high enough for the purposes of these
tests.
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(a)

Fig. 15. Scene in the anechoic chamber composed of two corner reflectors.

(b)
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Figure 15 shows two metallic trihedral corners with an
edge length of 50 mm settled at about 1.4 m from the
imaging system, on a foam support, whose relative electrical
permittivity, close to one, minimize the sources of diffraction,
and that are limited mainly to the backscattering of the
anechoic chamber. This enables to measure the system point
spread function. Fig. 16a shows the imaging result of the
virtual array, synthesized by means of the scanner to perform
a SIMO configuration as already shown in Fig. 14. The two
target’s positions can be retrieved. This result is used as a
reference to be compared with the imaging results where the
PCD is used with a smaller receiving array.

Ac

Figure 16b shows the imaging result of the MIMO configuration associated with the PCD in which the transfer functions
are measured using the Port-to-Port measurements detailed in
the Section III-A. Fig. 16c shows the imaging result of the
MIMO configuration associated with the PCD in which the
transfer functions are estimated with the plane-wave estimation
method detailed in Section III-B. Table I summarizes and
compares the point spread function performances in terms of
range and cross-range resolutions and side lobe levels. When
the transfer function has been estimated from the plane-wave
estimation method, the range/cross-range resolution is closer
to the performance of the reference (the virtual array) than
when the transfer functions are measured from the Port-toPort measurement method.

V. C ONCLUSION
A passive compressive device at millimeter-waves has been
manufactured and used in a virtual array MIMO configuration

(c)

Fig. 16. Measurement imaging results using Eq. (13), of two isotropic targets
(corner reflectors) captured by (a) a classic SIMO configuration with 1Tx
(transmitting element) and 40 Rxs (receiving elements), (b) the PCD with
10 Rxs elements where the Port-to-Port measurement is used to have the
transfer function, and (c) the PCD with 10 Rxs elements where the planewave estimation is used to have the transfer function.
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Performance

Virtual
ray

Range resolution
(mm)

Port-to-Port
measurement

plane-wave
estimation
method

10.4

11.8

10.6

Cross-Range resolution (mm)

61.7

62

61.7

Side-lobe
(dB)

-13.58

-10.63

-12.5

level

ar-
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and has shown to maintain a stable spatial resolution and low
side lobe levels. Such a device is of considerable interest at
millimeter-waves because, since the small wavelength permits
manufacturing a compact component with significant decorrelation between the channels. It is a promising method of
reducing the number of Tx and Rx RF chains, hence the
cost of radar imaging systems in numerous configurations and
for many applications. Furthermore, the authors have shown
a suitable method to estimate simultaneously the transfer
functions of the passive compressive device with considerable
accuracy. The estimated transfer functions have been used to
image a static scene with two corner reflectors. Besides the
simplicity of the proposed method, it outperforms classic portto-port transfer function measurements in terms of achievable
spatial resolution and sidelobe level. The next step in this work
concerns the realization of a switched receiving array based
on wide-band stacked patch antennas to avoid the scanning
process and to be used with the passive compressive device in
an almost real-time MIMO radar imaging system.
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